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This Manuscript was handed to a wellknown newspaper Publishing
Company in Tokyo 6 weeks prior to the destruction of the old NomaDojo, but did not appear in print.

Bit by Bit - Bulldozing the Soul of Japan?
Bushido and the
the prospective demolition of the oldest
oldest
fencingfencing-hall in Tokyo
By Stefan Maeder
Archaeologist, Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music
The planned destruction of the Kanto´s last historical fencinghall has become a matter of international concern. It is symptomatic
for yet another alarming breach with Japan´s historical and cultural
roots. One aspect of this culture was Bushido, interpreted for an
international audience by NITOBE Inazo in 1900. Just as ideals of
chivalry have been abused during the reign of the Nazi-regime in
Germany, traits of Bushidô have been abused during the period of
imperialistic nationalism. This fact however should not be taken as a
pretext for ignoring Bushido´s prospects for a more civilized dealing
with issues of the present. What is left of the constructive/humane
traits of this code of honour is mainly preserved by some exponents of
the traditional martial arts (Budo), who are struggling to keep their
arts from becoming mere “fighting sports”.
As a matter of fact, by fathoming Bushido´s and Budo´s potential
for crucial affairs of our times, Japan could contribute decisively
more to a peaceful solution of international conflicts and e.g. to the
establishing of international fair-trade standards than by meekly
absorbing one western way of life. Having to read advertising-slogans
like “You are what you buy” in a country that once was a stronghold
for a refined sense for aesthetics (wabi and sabi) and manners is a
frightening experience. It is the decline of values towards the crushing
of an opponent at any cost that sometimes ends in senseless violence
even within the traditional martial arts. On a larger scale the same
decadence is detectable in modern warfare, where the loss of
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innocent life becomes acceptable as “collateral damage”.
Nevertheless

–
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fundamental virtues for peaceful coexistence like tolerance, respect,
politeness, compassion and modesty still flourish in Japan when
compared to most other countries. Sometimes it occurs to me that in
Europe much of our cultural heritage is preserved in stone. On the
contrary much of Japan´s unique cultural heritage appears to be
preserved in the hearts of her people. Still, virtues and beliefs tend to
go into decline, when their symbols are no longer treated with respect
or even destroyed. There are two symbols for Kendô: the sword itself
and the Dôjô, the hall of the way, tightly connected with Zenphilosophy. The sword as a symbol not for the taking, but for the
preserving of life has long since faded from public conscience. The
importance of the Dôjô as a place for refining one´s personality is
still emphasized by many teachers of the martial arts (Budo), but could
not yet counterbalance the development outlined below.
The issue at hand here will soon come to an end. The persons in
charge will express regret at its inevitability and return to “business
as usual”. In Tokyo, where the big Kantô-earthquake of 1923 and the
firebombing by the American Air-force in 1945 destroyed large parts of
the city, the demolition of the last remains of the capital´s pre-war
visage is apparently considered a negligible loss nowadays, when it
comes to confronting the pressure of financial necessity.
The fate of the cultural property in question here will be sealed
by the end of this month by big machinery. Soon another faceless
structure will occupy its location in utter disregard of the
philanthropic ideals that the former building was founded upon. The
serious and very much alive pursuit of these ideals can still be heard
and seen each morning within its walls until the 20th of October. The
“Noma-Dôjo” (Otowa, near Gokokuji) is one of the last wooden-built
Dôjôs (“Hall of the way”) for the ancient martial art of Kendô (the Way
of the Sword) in Japan and the last one in Tokyo and its surroundings.
It was built in 1925 by NOMA Seiji, the founder of the Kodansha-
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publishing group, to which the ground and the building still belong
today. From an architectural perspective the fencing-hall is unique, as
e.g. its roof- and floor-construction are unparalleled. The ensemble
of the surrounding garden with its healthy old cherry-trees and the
restrained architecture of the wooden building call to mind the fond
descriptions of pre-modern Japan by KOIZUMI Yakumo (Lafcadio Hearn,
1850-1904).
In recent years more and more young people from all over the
world decide to embark upon the Japanese way of the sword, Kendô. In
contrast to modern concepts of sport, “winning” is not the final
objective of this martial art. The term “art” for an activity that has its
roots in sword-combat as a matter of life or death, may appear out of
place at a superficial glance. As perhaps even some Budô-practitioners
in Japan are unaware, Japan is the only country in the world where the
techniques of killing an opponent by using the bow, spear, sword or
just bare hands have been transcended to ways (道) of educating one´s
own personality as well as the opponent´s. This may not be deemed a
very original observation, but deserves mention as there is a tendency
in modern Kendo to focus more and more on sporting competition. As a
consequence of the former notion however, the potential of the way
of the sword for education towards peaceful coexistence on an
international scale deserves to be explored more thoroughly. Noma
Seiji´s philosophy for the founding of Noma-Dojo was largely based on
a benevolent open-mindedness, that cannot be taken for granted in the
world of the martial arts even today. Thus, this very much alive
fencing-hall stands as a monument for a truly cultivated “way of the
warrior” (武士道) that could never be experienced the same way in a
modern building. The reader can obtain a concise impression of NomaDôjô and an admirable interpretation of the way of the warrior from
the movie “Ame Agaru”/”After the Rain” (1998). As we foreigners are
taught by highly qualified Japanese exponents of Kendô, a traditional
Dôjô is not an ordinary training hall, but a place where the efforts of
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the forerunners on the way of the sword can be experienced and
become an inspiration for one´s own progress in this lifelong pursuit.
The Dôjô is thought to possess a personality of its own, a soul that is
also represented by the little Shintô-Shrine above the Toko-no-ma. It is
quite disenchanting for foreign practitioners of Budô to see that even
in the homeland of the martial arts the respect for Dôjô, for
extraordinary teachers like MOCHIDA Seiji and their achievements is
secondary when it comes to matters of business.
Faithful to the founder´s spirit, the publications of Kodansha
International Ltd. provide invaluable insights not only into e.g. the
martial arts, Bushidô and the arts and crafts of pre-modern Japan, but
also into the Japanese language to foreign readers. To think of
tearing down a symbol for the very virtues and craftsmanship
elaborately described in the company´s books, must have been very
hard on the management. Especially as this act will be understood as a
fundamental contradiction by customers all over the world who are
aware of the cultural asset in the backyard of the publishing company.
It is an undeniable merit that this traditional Dôjô could be preserved
by Kodansha Ltd. until today. But is there anything that could be done
to save if not the location, then at least the building for the future?
Mr. Paul Martin has initiated an official petition for the preservation
of

the

Noma-Dôjô

which

is

accessible

online

(http://www.petitiononline.com/savenoma/petition.html) and has been
signed by more than 2000 people worldwide. This petition will hardly
change the situation that led the company to its decision in the first
place. Other people, experienced Kendoka among them, say “there is
nothing to be done about it, things change”, thus renouncing the
initiative that is termed so crucial in Kendô. Politicians - not only in
Japan - are very fond of the phrase of “building a beautiful country”.
Why not start by preserving what is left of the wooden architectural
remains of pre-war Tokyo to take a step from lip service to action? To
preserve this historically and architecturally significant cultural
monument for future generations by looking for an agreement with the
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owner would be an admirable proof of sincerity. Where there is life,
there is hope. Nonetheless, for now it appears advisable to prepare for
the loss of yet another symbol of Bushido and the noble way of the
life-giving (katsujin-ken), not the killing (satsujin-ken), sword in Japan.

